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Abstract. Today the world is facing COVID-19 pandemic, it conveys the necessity to
decarbonise the global energy supply & prominence of trees for getting oxygen. Offshore
wind power bids a credible substitute in such a scenario. Our country has a coastal area of
about 7600 km encircled with water and has good forecasts of employing offshore wind
energy. Offshore wind farms have so many advantages like providing non-conventional
energy, not requiring fossil fuel, longer operational lifetimes, lower investment per MW,
they don’t produce noise, and they do not pollute environment by releasing greenhouse
gases. In spite of these advantages, there are still a numerous difficulty associated with the
use of offshore wind. These are hard to build, and operation of offshore wind farms have
their specific set of challenges including erosion, lightning strikes, corrosion, effect on
marine animals, biodegradation. As the offshore wind energy is growing it is important to
Express about the difficulties and upholding the functioning availability of offshore wind
turbines. This paper demonstrates few materials challenges that affect the transition part,
foundations and turbine blades of offshore wind farm.
1. INTRODUCTION
The Electrical energy generation from sea-based resources referred as offshore Renewable
energy. Offshore gust receipts the potential of wind to generate Electricity. Rising awareness
in the non-conventional source is driving technical revolutions to defeat the difficulties of
offshore wind energy. Wind resource makes the offshore wind energy more Prominent. The
typical wind speed rises up to nearly 50 km from shore, shows less shear and less turbulence,
which is related to the smooth water surface in comparison with land surface and Power
generation increases with high wind speeds.
The global annual wind power potential is around 840,000 TWh, that's almost 40 times that
world's annual power consumption. The Worldwide Wind Power Measure was more as twice
since 2012 from around 280 GW to over 650 GW today. 650 GW power capacity generates
enough electricity to power the US and India combined. Offshore wind energy has greater
advantage Comparing with the onshore wind energy although the fixing cost is high. Because
They have a greater potential of high speed and constant winds for generating Power.
Offshore wind power development beats onshore generation in several aspects, ensuring a
non-conventional energy choice that evades pollution and delivers persistent high generation
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due to offshore winds. Offshore wind power is the fastest-growing sector in wind power.
Along with the growth in capacity, the wind turbines themselves have grown over the years.
The diameter of commercial turbine rotors was around 17m in the 1980s and generated
around .07 MW. Today, the average rotor is over 116m and generates over 2.4 MW. The
giant turbines used today are made possible by the advancement of material science, allowing
the giant blades and shafts to withstand a tremendous amount of stress. These larger turbines
have led to a substantial drop in cost over the past 40 years.
The foremost shoreside wind energy mission about 1.0 GW size is organized in the known
zone-B off the coastal of Gujarat in order to improve economy and confined needed
ecosystem for shoreside wind energy division.
As the offshore wind energy is increasing it is significant to Express about the contests and
upholding the functioning availability of offshore wind turbines and material challenges that
affect the transition part, foundations and turbine blades of offshore wind farm.
1. Foundations for Offshore Wind Turbines
Offshore Wind turbines were projected out to the sea level with several kinds of foundations.
The foundation for offshore wind turbine stands a complex task. The elevation of offshore
wind turbine over the sea level &anchoring them to the sea bed is also very difficult. As
offshore wind generation move to growing water depths and has to work with bigger turbines,
foundation designs have required to familiarize accordingly.
While choosing the Foundation one must be careful as it affects economics. Figure 1 shows a
typical Foundations in view of this built on water depth. Floating foundations are used for
water depths more than 60 m. The primary floating wind farm is located in Scotland and is
recognized as Hywind concept which is fundamentally a floating spar. The loads were reliant
on the type of foundation shown in Fig. 2.

Figure:1 Water depths < 60m & >60m

Figure: 2

Some of the challenges in foundation design:
This paper will demonstrate few of the challenges in this section those are recognized so far.
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Complexity of load in Monopile Type of Foundation
Four Different types of loads that effects the Monopile foundation are Wind load during
design
Wave load during design Average 1P load Average 3P load
Figure 3 shows the Different loads on the monopile foundations.

Figure:3
An Offshore Wind farm foundation is subjected to a mixture of axial loads, low-amplitude
repeated loads, meandering and torsional moments caused by waves acting on the upper part
of foundation & the wind burden posed on the turbine and tower.
Owing to turbulence in wind and the drag of rotating blades causes load on the hub of the
tower. Sea waves strikes the Foundation and causes load on upper portion of the foundation
structure. The wave height and wave period decide the degree of this load. And The
imbalance of mass and aerodynamic of rotor causes vibrations at the upper portion of the
tower, this intern produces the load. The frequency of rotor equal to the frequency of load
due to vibrations. The raging wind speed and the wave height on sea both are variables,
therefore the loads can be easily analysed in frequency province rather than the time
province.[2]
Scour
Scouring unavoidably occurs around the offshore foundations Since shoreside wind turbines
are located on soft sediment. Scour is formed when a stable current (e.g.: tide, wave activity)
meets a vertical structure on the seabed and causes local growths in turbulence levels and
flow speeds and eventually take to the formation of a scour pit around the structure. Scouring
may negotiate the steadiness and dynamic behaviour of offshore turbine foundations. The
current speeds, depth of water and sediment types affects the magnitude of scouring.[6]
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Figure: 4 Illustration of scour protection
Erosion of seabed residue around individual foundations of offshore wind turbines can be
avoid by Scour fortress. Typically, scour protection consists of a filter layer made of gravel,
shielded by a rock armour layer. The material is placed around the monopile (Foundation)
with a radius nearly up to 20 m. Based on the current movements, sediment characteristics
and water depth, the design and size of scour protection is obtained.
Challenges due to vibration modes of wind turbine
Appropriate footing assembly has to be selected based on Vibration characteristics to support
offshore wind-turbine-generator, i.e., four-legged suction caisson or Tri-pile. Around mostly
two types of vibrations for grounded wind turbines: (i) Sway-bending vibration mode; (ii)
Rocking vibration mode. Sway arching mode is expected If the foundation is stiff compared to
the elasticity of tower shown in figure 5. On the other way, if the foundation is not suitably
stiff, rocking modes mixed with flexible modes of tower may arise shown figure5. Observed
that rocking mode of vibration (shown in figure 6) must be evaded at any cost for offshore
turbine structures as rotor frequency interact with low frequency rocking mode. Therefore,
there is a requirement of minimum vertical stiffness of suction caissons. Often, astonishing
type of vibration modes may be encountered, either in field records or scaled testing.[3]
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Figure:5 Sway bending vibration mode
For corresponding jacket supported wind turbines on shallow foundation, the primary
approaches of vibration are most probable to be astounding due to the relatively lower vertical
stiffness of shallow foundations.[4]

Figure:6 Rocking mode of vibration
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3 Challenges that Effect the Transition part in offshore wind Turbine
The transition piece is an armoured part of the support structure that is linked to the wind
turbine tower. Transition pieces have exceptional structures and are critical components of
offshore wind turbines. They can resist shear forces, sturdy twisting moments, and axial loads
imminent from cyclic environmental loads, such as wave and wind loads.

Figure:7 Transition piece
There is similarly a necessity for significant visibility coverings at the transition part.
Challenges in offshore wind turbine blades
The result of lethargy on turbine blades, moving the blades to fixing sites, leading edge
erosion and frost build-up are some of the challenges facing by the shoreside wind turbines.
Fatigue
The effect of lethargy on wind turbine blades is a continuing challenge, each blade presence
exposed to further 100 million load cycles completed in the development of its time period.
The turbine material in the air environment was normally subjected to the corrosion and crack
growth measured by Stress versus number of cycles or crack mechanic’s approach. The lowfrequency cyclic loads causing the fatigue damage in a salty water environment are
comparatively higher than the response in the open- air environment. The prediction of fatigue
strength and life assessment was generally based on the stress and strain parameters.
Transportation
Constructors facing encounters with moving turbine blades to the offshore sites through ships.
The size of offshore wind turbine blades is restricted through weight, sense that less weight
materials like thermosoftening plastic materials and substitute compounds were being advised.
Lighter turbine blades permit for painless installation and patch-up and it also improves
performance. Though, there is a deep-rooted difficulty with merged manufacture, like the
misalignment of resins and unpredictable resin dispersal, that leads to dropped fatigue
resistance.
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Erosion
Leading edge erosion is produced by the frequent effect of rain fall, snow and atmospheric
pollutants which shepherd to the damage of aerodynamic productivity and able to negotiate
the mechanical integrity of the turbine blades, give on to water access and UV injury. Even a
small amount of leading-edge corrosion can affect an approximate 5% drip in yearly
production.
2. CONCLUSION
The summary of shoreside wind and encounters faced in proposal and construction, also
reviewed about the material challenges that affect the transition part, foundations, Scour,
Encounters owing to trembling modes of wind turbine, turbine blades and its challenges of
shoreside wind farm.
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